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Timeseries analytics is important in many real-world applications. Recently, the Transformer model, popular

in natural language processing, has been leveraged to learn high quality feature embeddings from timeseries:

embeddings are key to the performance of various timeseries analytics tasks such as similarity-based timeseries

queries within vector databases. However, quadratic time and space complexities limit Transformers’ scalability,

especially for long timeseries. To address these issues, we develop a timeseries analytics tool, RITA, which uses a

novel attentionmechanism, named group attention, to address this scalability issue. Group attention dynamically

clusters the objects based on their similarity into a small number of groups and approximately computes the

attention at the coarse group granularity. It thus significantly reduces the time and space complexity, yet

provides a theoretical guarantee on the quality of the computed attention. The dynamic scheduler of RITA

continuously adapts the number of groups and the batch size in the training process, ensuring group attention

always uses the fewest groups needed to meet the approximation quality requirement. Extensive experiments

on various timeseries datasets and analytics tasks demonstrate that RITA outperforms the state-of-the-art in

accuracy and is significantly faster — with speedups of up to 63X.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Many data-driven applications involve processing massive timeseries data, including IoT [14],

medical AI [17], stock market [32], etc. As such, there is a great need for timeseries analytics,

such as forecasting [9], classification [24], clustering [36], similarity search [45], and anomaly

detection [57], with applications ranging from automatically diagnosing diseases [6], recognizing

human activities [34], to stopping financial fraud [67].

In particular, in the database community, vector databases [61] are being used to store and index

high-dimensional feature embeddings of unstructured and semi-structured data, which allows users
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Fig. 1. RITA in a timeseries-based query system

to efficiently explore this data by conducting similarity searches in the embedding space. Effective

feature representations are a key building-block to construct a valid vector database.

As a real-world example, we have been collaborating with a major US hospital [7] to develop a

large-scale interactive system to label EEG segments (450 million segments, 30TB) with 6 classes

representing different types of seizures. These labeled EEG segments are used to train a classifier

which can then automatically detect seizures based on EEG signals collected during the clinical

observation of patients. The goal of this system is to propagate the labels provided by the experts

to similar segments, thus reducing the manual labeling efforts by the neurologists. Our timeseries

feature embedding approach, RITA, functions as a core component in this system. More specifically,

we use RITA to convert the EEG segments into feature embeddings and store them in a vector

database which supports similarity search requests submitted by the neurologists to return the 𝑘

nearest neighbors of the to-be-labelled segment, as depicted in Fig. 1.

Recently researchers [70] have started leveraging the self-supervised pre-training methodology

of Transformers [5, 19, 59], which have proven remarkably successful in natural language pro-

cessing (NLP), to automatically learn high quality feature embeddings from timeseries. In NLP,

self-supervised pre-training exploits the sequential patterns (correlations) among the words in

sentences to produce contextualized feature embeddings. Timeseries bear similarity to natural

language because in timeseries data the sequential order among the values (stock price, volume,

etc.) over time matters. That is, each value is highly correlated with other values observed before or

after it. Therefore, pre-training a Transformer model which takes the correlations among different

observations into account is a natural idea to learn feature embeddings from timeseries. Indeed, the

experiments in [70] confirm that Transformer-based methods outperform traditional timeseries

analytics techniques.

Existing work [70] that directly applies Transformers to learn features from timeseries data

has been shown not to scale to long timeseries [35]. The idea of self-attention [59] is central to

pre-training methods in NLP: It computes pairwise correlations among different semantic units in a

sequence (in NLP, a sentence); as such, it has quadratic time and space complexity in the length of the

input sequence. This limits the model’s scalability, especially when handling large-scale timeseries

data, which is common in real-world applications such as IoT, medical AI, and finance [7, 39, 71].

Predictions about timeseries may need to look at hundreds of thousands of prior samples to achieve

accuracy.

Referring again to our EEG project, seizures are brief, so we chunk EEG data into 2-second

segments and detect seizures at the segment level. However, the classification of a particular

segment depends on up to 12 hours of prior signal to consider long-term trends and determine if

one 2-second segment indicates a seizure. There are more than 21,000 segments in 12 hours. This

greatly exceeds the number of semantic units that typical NLP tasks expect. For example, BERT [19]
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limits the number of units to 512 and even massive models like GPT-3 [5] limit the number of units

to 2048.

Although in NLP some lower-complexity methods have been proposed to approximately compute

self-attention [11, 31, 62], their performance degrades dramatically when used on timeseries, due

to the gap between natural language and timeseries, as we will show in our experiments.

Proposed Approach. To tackle the aforementioned problem, we develop RITA, a Transformer-

based timeseries analytics tool, which uses a novel attention mechanism, called group attention,
to scale to long timeseries. Our goal is to significantly speed up execution versus prior methods

while sacrificing minimal predictive accuracy.

Leveraging the similarity among long timeseries pieces, RITA chunks the input timeseries into

segments and dynamically clusters the segments into a small number (denoted as 𝑁 ) of groups.

Segments in the same group possess similar feature embeddings during the current training iteration,

enabling them to approximately share the computation of attention. As the timeseries increases in

length, more sharing opportunities become available. RITA then computes self-attention at a group

level and produces a compressed group attention matrix. In this way, group attention eliminates

both computation and memory bottlenecks in Transformer-style models, and thus more scalable to

long timeseries.

However, making this idea effective and efficient in Transformer architectures is challenging for
several reasons:

• Efficiently producing high quality feature embeddings. RITA computes the attention

matrix at a group level. To preserve the quality of the feature embeddings, it still has to produce

different embeddings for different segments. This is because even if some segments share the

attention score temporally, they may not share the same feature embedding. Using the group

attention matrix, the existing self-attention mechanism will produce only a single feature vector

for each group. A naive solution would be to restore the original attention matrix from the group

attention matrix. However, in this case, we again get an attention matrix with quadratic space

complexity. Because GPUs have limited memory, GPU memory will remain a bottleneck in group

attention.

• The number of groups N. In RITA, the number of groups 𝑁 is a crucial factor that balances

the speedup and quality of attention approximation. A small 𝑁 will lead to a large speedup, but

the approximation errors can also be significant. On the other hand, although a large 𝑁 tends to

produce high-quality approximations, it inevitably slows down the training process. Therefore,

an appropriate 𝑁 is essential to the performance of group attention. However, 𝑁 depends on the

distributional properties of the dataset. Furthermore, like the classical transformer models, RITA

stacks multiple attention layers to produce better embeddings. Ideally, different layers should also

use different values of 𝑁 . In addition, during the model training phase, group attention should use

different values of 𝑁 in different iterations to adapt to the varying feature embeddings. This makes

manually optimizing 𝑁 almost impossible.

• Batch size.Moreover, as we want to dynamically adjust 𝑁 during training, a fixed batch size is

sub-optimal: as 𝑁 decreases, the memory usage of a single sample decreases. This allows a larger

batch size, which (1) makes full use of GPU memory; (2) enables parallelism across the samples.

Thus, RITA should dynamically adjust the batch size as 𝑁 changes.

To address the above problems, we first propose an embedding aggregation strategy and a

customized group softmax function to replace the classical softmax function [59]. Together they

ensure RITA able to directly use the compressed attention matrix to produce different feature

embeddings for different segments. We theoretically show that the embeddings RITA produces in

this way are identical to those produced by first re-storing the original large attention matrix. Thus

RITA produces high-quality embeddings without introducing extra overhead.
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Second, we design an adaptive scheduler that dynamically decides an appropriate 𝑁 for each

group attention layer during the training process. It starts with a large 𝑁 and iteratively merges

groups that are similar to each other. Guided by an error bound on the approximated self-attention

that users can tolerate, it automatically determines if two groups are mergeable, performingmerging

efficiently in a GPU-friendly way.

Moreover, we propose a learning-based method to model the correlation between the number of

groups 𝑁 and the batch size 𝐵. This model predicts 𝐵 for a given 𝑁 when training RITA. Specifically,

we first sample some 𝑁 values in a reasonable range. For each sampled 𝑁 , we find a batch size that

consumes up to a certain percentage of GPU memory in a cost-efficient way. Using a small set of

mathematical functions as a prior, RITA is able to learn a model with only a few ⟨𝑁, 𝐵⟩ pairs as
ground truth labels.

Our experiments on public timeseries benchmarks and the MGH EEG data [7] confirm that

compared to existing self-attention mechanisms [11, 12, 46, 59, 62], our group attention mechanism

achieves a 63X speedup with much less memory required with comparable or even better accuracy

on various timeseries analytics tasks.

Contributions. The key contributions of this work include:

• Our group attention mechanism reduces the time and space complexity of the self-attention

mechanism with accuracy guarantees, allowing RITA to scale to long timeseries data.

• Guided by an approximation error bound, our adaptive scheduler dynamically adapts the number

of groups and the batch size to the distribution properties of the evolving feature embeddings,

making group attention efficient and easily tunable.

• We conduct experiments on various datasets and analytics tasks, demonstrating that RITA is 4

to 63 times faster than the existing Transformer-based approaches while achieving comparable or

better accuracy when handling long timeseries (length ≥ 2000).

2 BACKGROUND
We provide some background on the canonical self-attention module in the Transformer [59].

Self-attention takes 𝑛 hidden embedding vectors 𝐻 ∈ R𝑛∗𝑑ℎ as input, then projects them to queries

(𝑄), keys (𝐾 ) and values (𝑉 ) and performs Scaled-dot Product Attention, which given input hidden

state 𝐻 , is computed by:

𝑄 = 𝐻𝑊𝑄 , 𝐾 = 𝐻𝑊𝐾 ,𝑉 = 𝐻𝑊𝑉 ,𝑂 = 𝐴𝑉 = 𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝑄𝐾
𝑇√︁
𝑑𝑘

)𝑉 (1)

Where𝑊𝑄 ∈ R𝑑ℎ∗𝑑𝑘 ,𝑊𝐾 ∈ R𝑑ℎ∗𝑑𝑘 ,𝑊𝑉 ∈ R𝑑ℎ∗𝑑𝑣 are projection matrices for generating 𝑄,𝐾,𝑉 .

𝑄 ∈ R𝑛∗𝑑𝑘 is also regarded as the packing of 𝑛 query vectors {𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛} with dimension 𝑑𝑘 into

a matrix. 𝐾 ∈ R𝑛∗𝑑𝑘 ,𝑉 ∈ R𝑛∗𝑑𝑣 are regarded as the packing of key vectors {𝑘1, ..., 𝑘𝑛} and value

vectors {𝑣1, ..., 𝑣𝑛} in the same way.

Given a matrix 𝑀 ∈ R𝐿∗𝑛 , the softmax function normalizes 𝑀 to ensure the sum of each row

equals to 1, as shown below.

𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝑀𝑖, 𝑗 ) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑀𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑀𝑖,𝑘 )
(2)

3 RITA OVERVIEW
Given a collection of unlabeled timeseries, RITA first pre-trains a Transformer-style model to

produce high quality feature embeddings. This pre-trained model is then used to support various

downstream tasks with minimal modifications to the model architecture, aligned with the design

philosophy of BERT [19].
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Fig. 2. RITA architecture

Next, we use an example to show how RITA supports a timeseries query system in Sec. 3.1,

followed by an overview of the RITA model architecture in Sec. 3.2. We will provide a detailed

illustration on how RITA addresses a range of downstream tasks in Sec. 6.

3.1 RITA in TimeseriesQuery Systems
Fig. 1 shows a Seizure Diagnosis System we have been developing for a major US hospital. RITA is

used both in the training stage and the deployment stage. As described in the Introduction, we use

RITA to encode the EEG segments and store the resulting (timeseries, embedding) pairs in a vector

database as (key, value) pairs. This is used to for similarity-based labeling. Thereafter, we train a

classification model by fine-tuning the RITA model and deploy it in the patient monitoring system

to detect seizures at real time. Once a new EEG segment arrives, the system uses the RITA encoder

to embed it into a feature embedding, and thereafter classifies it into one type of seizures.

3.2 Model Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, RITA consists of two components: (1) Time-aware Convolution Layer and (2)

RITA Encoder.
Time-aware Convolution Layer fills the gap between timeseries and natural language. Despite

their high-level similarity, there is a big gap between timeseries and natural language. First, in

natural language each word, as a discrete semantic unit, has an independent meaning, while

each element in a timeseries is a continuous, numerical value and does not necessarily constitute

an independent event. Furthermore, the input sequences are single-channeled in NLP, but often

multi-channeled in timeseries (i.e., sensor data often consists of several related channels).

RITA leverages the classical convolution [33] strategy to solve this problem. Convolution is

widely used to capture the local structures of an image. We use convolution to chunk one input

timeseries into a sequence of windows and learn the local structure of each window, similar to

the discrete semantic units in natural language. It also discovers the correlations across different

channels, thus naturally solving the multi-channel problem.
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More specifically, treating a multi-variate timeseries of length 𝑛 and with 𝑚 variables as an

n ×m matrix 𝑇 , RITA uses 𝑑 convolution kernels to chunk 𝑇 into n windows and produce one d-

dimensional embedding per window using the convolution operation [33]. Each convolution kernel

corresponds to a w ×m matrix, where𝑤 defines the number of timestamps that each convolution

kernel covers, identical to the window size in sliding window.

RITA Encoder takes the embeddings of 𝑛 semantic units 𝑋1, 𝑋2, ..., 𝑋𝑛 (𝑋𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑑 ) as input (e.g.
embeddings of 𝑛 windows for a timeseries), then models the correlations between the semantic

units and outputs 𝑌1, ..., 𝑌𝑛 (𝑌𝑖 ∈ 𝑅𝑑 ) as the context-aware embedding of each unit.

What makes RITA Encoder different from Transformer Encoder is that: at the core of Transformer

Encoder lies self-attention mechanism which incurs a 𝑂 (𝑛2) time complexity and memory usage.

This quadratic cost becomes prohibitive for long timeseries and limits the scalablity of Transformer-

based models. Tomake the attention computation efficient yet high-quality, we replace the canonical

self-attention with our proposed group attention.
Self-supervised Pretraining. Inspired by the “cloze text” pretraining task in NLP, we designed a

mask-and-predict task as the pretraining task for our model. The timeseries is randomly masked

and the model should recover the masked values based on corresponding contextual information.

To be specific, we generate masks on time-stamps, with a mask rate 𝑝 . The timeseries is scaled

to be non-negative and the values across all the channels on the masked timestamps are set to be

-1, an impossible value on normal timestamps. Then the masked timeseries is fed into RITA and the

output representation is translated to the recovered timeseries by a Transpose Convolution layer.

4 GROUP ATTENTION MECHANISM
Group attention, a novel and efficient approximate attention mechanism, addresses the performance

bottleneck of self-attention in the vanilla Transformer. In this section, we first introduce the

framework of group attention and then theoretically establish the bound of its approximation error.

We use examples to explain the group attention mechanism, as depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 The Idea of Group Attention
As periodicity is a natural property of timeseries [64], similar windows frequently occur. Similar

windows result in similar queries/keys for attention computation, bringing opportunities for saving

computation.

As discussed in Sec. 2, 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 , the attention score of window 𝑖 onto window 𝑗 , is determined by the

inner product between the query vector of window 𝑖 and the key vector of window 𝑗 , that is, 𝑞𝑖 · 𝑘 𝑗 .
Given another window 𝑥 , if window 𝑥 has a key vector similar to that of window 𝑗 , that is, 𝑘 𝑗 ≈ 𝑘𝑥 ,
then 𝑞𝑖 · 𝑘 𝑗 ≈ 𝑞𝑖 · 𝑘𝑥 . In other words, 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 ≈ 𝐴𝑖𝑥 when 𝑘 𝑗 ≈ 𝑘𝑥 .

Example 1. As shown in Figure 3 (Part 1), the first and third timeseries windows are notably

similar, consequently yielding akin key vectors (𝑘1 ≈ 𝑘3). In vanilla self-attention (Part 2), this

similarity leads to two closely related columns within the attention matrix, corresponding to key

vectors 𝑘1 and 𝑘3.

This observation inspires our group attention mechanism. That is, we group the windows by

their similarity in keys. Assuming that all windows in the same group have the same attention

score onto another window 𝑘 , we then only compute the attention once by using one single key to

represent this group, for example the centroid of the group of keys. Thus, this saves significant

computation cost.

Better yet, after grouping 𝑛 windows into 𝑁 groups, group attention compresses the attention

matrix from an 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix to an 𝑛 × 𝑁 matrix. Because 𝑁 (number of groups) tends to be much

smaller than 𝑛 (number of windows) due to the periodicity of timeseries, group attention consumes
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much less memory than the original self-attention mechanism, successfully eliminating the memory

bottleneck. Note that this minimally impacts quality, as confirmed in our experiments (Sec. 7.2).

  k1, q1, v1 

Vanilla Self-Attention

k, q, v ∈ R1*d

-0.43 0.68 -0.38 0.39

0.24 -0.70 0.28 0.11

-0.40 0.64 -0.38 0.37

0.19 -0.14 0.21 0.12

  k1  k2  k3  k4 

Dot Product ∈ Rn*n

0.14 0.41 0.14 0.31

0.30 0.12 0.31 0.27

0.14 0.40 0.15 0.31

0.27 0.19 0.28 0.26

Attention Matrix ∈ Rn*n

SoftMax

(row sum = 1)

×
O1
O2
O3
O4

Output ∈ Rn*d

Group Attention

 k(1,3)  k2   k4 

Dot Product ∈ Rn*N Group Attention Matrix ∈ Rn*N

Group SoftMax

(row sum = 1)

v(1,3)
v2
v4×

O1
O2
O3
O4

Output ∈ Rn*d

Detects Similar Key Embeddings:     k1 ≈ k3    
Aggregate Key Embeddings: k(1,3) (k1+k3)/2
Aggregate Value Embeddings:

-0.41 0.68 0.39

0.26 -0.70 0.11

-0.39 0.64 0.37

0.20 -0.14 0.12

Column k(1,3) counts twice
0.14 0.41 0.31

0.30 0.12 0.28

0.14 0.40 0.32

0.14 0.40 0.32

0.27 0.20 0.26

Producing Key, Query, Value Embeddings1

2

3

  k2, q2, v2   k3, q3, v3   k4, q4, v4 

q1 
q2 
q3 
q4

v1 
v2 
v3 
v4

q1 
q2 
q3 
q4

v(1,3) v1+v3

Fig. 3. Group Attention vs. Vanilla Self-Attention

4.2 Computing the Output Feature Embedding
We now discuss how to efficiently compute the output feature embeddings using the small com-

pressed group attention matrix.

4.2.1 Problem: Producing Embeddings with the Group Attention Matrix
As described in the Background (Sec. 2), once we have acquired the attention matrix 𝐴, canonical

self-attention computes the output embedding 𝑂 as O = AV . Because 𝐴 is an 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix and

𝑉 is an 𝑛 × 𝑑𝑣 matrix, the matrix product operation still produces an 𝑛 × 𝑑𝑣 matrix 𝑂 . That is,

it produces a 𝑑𝑣 dimensional feature vector for each window. However, our group attention will

produce an 𝑛 × 𝑁 attention matrix 𝐴 , where 𝑁 corresponds to the number of groups. In this case

the matrix product will produce a 𝑁 × 𝑑𝑣 matrix 𝑂 . That is, it produces a feature vector for each

group. However, our goal is to produce different embeddings for different windows, because even if

some windows share the attention score temporally, it does not mean they should have the same

feature embedding.

A Naive Solution. A naive solution would be to restore the full attention matrix 𝐴 from the group

attention matrix 𝐴. For example, given one group composed of𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 and𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑗 , we map its group

attention vector in 𝐴 into two rows that correspond to𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 and𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑗 in 𝐴. However, in this case

we again get a 𝑛 × 𝑛 attention matrix; and GPU memory remains a bottleneck in group attention.
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4.2.2 Solution: Embedding Aggregation and Group SoftMax
Using an embedding aggregation operation and a group softmax function, RITA produces 𝑛 embed-

dings without restoring the full attention matrix.

Embedding Aggregation. The idea is inspired by the observation on the matrix product operation

O = AV conducted on the fully restored attention matrix 𝐴.

Given an element𝑂𝑖, 𝑗 of𝑂 corresponding to the 𝑗𝑡ℎ dimension of𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 ’s feature vector,𝑂𝑖, 𝑗 =𝑎𝑖 ·𝑣 𝑗 ,
where vector ai ∈ Rn denotes the 𝑖𝑡ℎ row of the attention matrix 𝐴 and vector vj ∈ Rn denotes the
𝑗𝑡ℎ dimension of all the 𝑛 feature vectors. Given ai =< a1i , a

2
i , · · · , ani > and vj =< v1j , v

2
j , · · · , vnj >,

𝑂𝑖, 𝑗 =
∑n

k=1 a
k
i v

k
j .

Example 2. As shown in Fig. 3 (Part 3), assume 𝑤𝑖𝑛1 and 𝑤𝑖𝑛3 belong to the same group 𝐺1.

Then 𝑎1𝑖 = 𝑎
3

𝑖 = 𝑎
1

𝑖 , where 𝑎
1

𝑖 ∈ 𝐴 corresponds to the attention of group 𝐺1 onto 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 . Therefore,

𝑎1𝑖 𝑣
1

𝑗 + 𝑎
3

𝑖 𝑣
3

𝑗 = 𝑎
1

𝑖 (𝑣
1

𝑗 + 𝑣
3

𝑗 ). So we aggregate 𝑣 (1,3) = 𝑣1 + 𝑣3.

As an immediate generalization of the above analysis, if we aggregate up the windows that

belong to the same group and convert the n-dimensional feature vector 𝑣 𝑗 into a 𝑁 -dimensional

group feature vector �̃� 𝑗 beforehand, we could directly use the group attention vector 𝑎𝑖 and the

group feature vector �̃� 𝑗 to compute 𝑂𝑖, 𝑗 .

Using embedding aggregation, RITA is able to produce the feature embedding 𝑂 that is identical

to the embedding 𝑂 produced by using the full attention matrix 𝐴 and the embedding matrix 𝑉 .

Group Softmax Function. In canonical self-attention the attention matrix 𝐴 is computed as 𝐴

= SoftMax ( QK
T√
dk
). To compute 𝐴, we have to first compute 𝑄𝐾𝑇 (denoted as 𝑃 ) which is an 𝑛 × 𝑛

matrix. Normalizing the 𝑃 matrix with softmax produces the attention matrix 𝐴.

Group attention follows the same procedure. However, after grouping keys into𝐾 ,𝑄𝐾𝑇 produces

an 𝑛 × 𝑁 matrix 𝑃 . Due to the non-linearity of the softmax function, applying softmax directly on

𝑃 will result in a group attention matrix 𝐴 from which we are not able to recover a full attention

matrix that is identical to first restoring 𝑃 to 𝑃 and then applying softmax on 𝑃 . The 𝐴 matrix

produced by the latter is desirable, as we want to approximate the original attention matrix as

accurately as possible. However, restoring the small 𝑛 × 𝑁 𝑃 matrix is not memory efficient, as it

will end up with a full 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix 𝑃 .

To solve the above problems, we introduce a new group softmax function to replace the original

softmax function (Eq. 2).

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 ) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑁−1

𝑘=0
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑘𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )

(3)

In Eq. 3, 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑘 represents the number of windows that Group 𝐺𝑘 contains. Compared to the

original softmax, our group softmax considers each group 𝐺𝑘 as 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑘 elements and counts it

𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑘 times when summing up the exponential of each group’s 𝑃𝑖,𝑘 . For instance, in Fig. 3 (Part

3), we count the column corresponding to 𝑘 (1,3) twice in GroupSoftMax because there are two

elements (𝑘1, 𝑘3) in this group. In this way, the group softmax function operating on the small 𝑃

matrix will produce exactly the same result to the softmax function operating on the full 𝑃 matrix.

Efficient Implementation. Next, we demonstrate an efficient implementation of the embedding

aggregation operation and group softmax function in Alg. 1. We denote 𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑖 to be the size of the

𝑖𝑡ℎ group, 𝑁 to be the number of groups, r𝑖 to be the representative key of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ group and R to

be the matrix consisting of all r𝑖 , 𝐵𝑁𝐺𝑖 to be the group that k𝑖 belongs to. 𝑄,𝑉 are the packing

matrices of query vectors and value vectors as described in Sec.2. Alg. 1 outputs the packing matrix

𝑂 for new feature emebddings {𝑜1, ..., 𝑜𝑛}, where 𝑜𝑖 corresponds to the feature embedding of𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑖 .
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Algorithm 1 Efficient Computation of Group Attention

Require: 𝑄,𝑉 , 𝑅,𝐶𝑁𝑇, 𝐵𝐿𝐺
Ensure: 𝑄,𝑉 ∈ R𝑛∗𝑑 ,𝑅 ∈ R𝑁 ∗𝑑 ,𝐶𝑁𝑇 ∈ N𝑁 ,𝐵𝐿𝐺 ∈ N𝑛
1: function group_attention(𝑄,𝑉 , 𝑅)

2: for 𝑖 = 0→ 𝑁 − 1 do
3: �̃�𝑖 ←

∑𝑛−1
𝑗=0 (𝐵𝐿𝐺 𝑗 == 𝑖 )𝑣𝑗

4: 𝑃 ← 𝑄𝑅𝑇

5: for 𝑖 = 0→ 𝑛 − 1 do
6: for 𝑗 = 0→ 𝑁 − 1 do
7: 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 ← 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑗 )𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑗
8: for 𝑖 = 0→ 𝑛 − 1 do
9: 𝑠𝑖 ←

∑𝑁 −1
𝑗=0 𝑤𝑖,𝑗

10: for 𝑖 = 0→ 𝑛 − 1 do
11: 𝑜𝑖 ←

∑𝑁 −1
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑗 )
𝑠𝑖

�̃�𝑗

12: return𝑂

Lines 2-3 implement the embedding aggregation operation, while Lines 8-11 implement the group

softmax function.

The Correctness Proof of the Group Attention Algorithm. Here we prove that our efficient

group attention algorithm, i.e., Alg. 1, produces the same output feature embedding with the naive

method that has to first restore the big full attention matrix.

Note in group attention’s computation, we use a representative vector to represent all the key

vectors in the 𝑖𝑡ℎ group, thus satisfying the assumption made in Lemma 3.

Lemma 3. Assuming the windows belonging to the same group 𝐺𝑖 have the same key vector, i.e.
𝑘 𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖 (𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝑖 ), then the feature embedding 𝑂 produced by the original self-attention mechanism
is identical to the output of our group attention mechanism implemented in Algorithm 1.

Proof. Denote 𝑘 𝑗 to be the representative vectors of 𝑘 𝑗 , i.e. 𝑘 𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑘 𝑗 (𝑤𝑖𝑛 𝑗 ∈ 𝐺𝑖 ). Algorithm 1

gives that

�̃�𝑖 =

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑗=0

(𝐵𝐿𝐺 𝑗 == 𝑖)v𝑗 , 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 = q𝑖 · r𝑗

𝑠𝑖 =

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑗 , �̃�𝑖 =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑃𝑖, 𝑗

𝑠𝑖
�̃� 𝑗

(4)

By the canonical self-attention introduced in Sec. 2, we get:

𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 = q𝑖 · kj, 𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )
, o𝑖 =

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗v𝑗 (5)

With 4 and 5, we have

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 ) =
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · k𝑗 ) =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑥=0

(𝐵𝐿𝐺𝑥 == 𝑗)𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · k𝑥 )

=

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · r𝑗 )
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑥=0

(𝐵𝐿𝐺𝑥 == 𝑗) =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )𝐶𝑁𝑇𝑗 = 𝑠𝑖

(6)
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Further,

o𝑖 =
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗vj =
𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑥=0

(𝐵𝑁𝐺𝑥 == 𝑗)𝐴𝑖,𝑥v𝑥

=

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑥=0

(𝐵𝐿𝐺𝑥 == 𝑗) 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · k𝑥 )∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )
v𝑥

=

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · rj)∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )

𝑛−1∑︁
𝑥=0

(𝐵𝐿𝐺𝑥 == 𝑗)v𝑥 =

𝑁−1∑︁
𝑗=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · rj)∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )
𝑣 𝑗

(7)

Combining (4), (6) (7), we have oi =
∑N−1

j=0
P̃i,j
si
ṽj = õi.

This concludes that the output of our group attention is identical to vanilla self-attention’s. □

Time Complexity. The time complexity of Alg. 1 is 𝑂 (𝑛𝑁𝑑) and the space complexity is 𝑂 (𝑛𝑁 ),
while the time and space complexity of the original self-attention mechanism are𝑂 (𝑛2𝑑) and𝑂 (𝑛2).

4.3 Error Bound
Group attention produces a group attention matrix 𝐴 which approximates the attention matrix 𝐴

produced by the classical self-attention with a bounded error, as shown in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4. Let 𝑅 be the radius of the ball where all key vectors live; �̃�𝑖 be the representative of the
group that contains key 𝑘𝑖 . Let 𝐴 denote the full attention matrix restored from 𝐴. Suppose the distance
between �̃�𝑖 and 𝑘𝑖 ( | |̃k𝑖 − k𝑖 | |) satisfies: | |̃k𝑖 − k𝑖 | | ≤ d.

Then ∀ 𝜖 > 1, if d ≤ ln(𝜖 )
2R , 1

𝜖
≤ Ai,j

Ai,j
≤ 𝜖

Lemma 4 shows that the error bound 𝜖 of the group attention is determined by the distance 𝑑 .

As discussed in Sec. 5.1, it inspires us to design a strategy to dynamically determine the number of

groups 𝑁 – the most critical parameter of group attention.

Proof. We have

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )

=
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · k̃𝑗 )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · k𝑗 )

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (q𝑖 · (k̃𝑗 − k𝑗 ))

= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( | |q𝑖 | | | |̃k𝑗 − k𝑗 | |𝑐𝑜𝑠 (q𝑖 , k̃𝑗 − k𝑗 ))
(8)

So

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑑𝑅) ≤
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )

≤ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑑𝑅) (9)

Then we have:

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗
=

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )
/

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )∑𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )

=
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 )

∑𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )∑𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑃𝑖,𝑘 )

(10)

Combining (9) (10), the error is bounded by

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−2𝑑𝑅) ≤
𝐴𝑖, 𝑗

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗
≤ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (2𝑑𝑅) (11)

Thus, if d ≤ ln(𝜖 )
2R ,

1
𝜖
≤ Ãi,j

Ai,j
≤ 𝜖 . This proves Lemma 4. □
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4.4 GPU-Friendly Grouping Method
We implement a grouping method that corresponds to K-means clustering [41], because K-means

offers a tight distance bound between each key and its group representative. We design a GPU-

friendly implementation of K-means compliant to the Transformer architecture. The performance

bottleneck of K-means comes from the distance computation between each vector and its center,

that is, |vi − cj | =
√︁
(vi − cj)2, i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,N ]. The performance bottleneck is 𝑣𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗 . Instead,

we use a different formulation: |𝑣𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗 | = |vi − cj | =
√︁
|vi |2 + |cj |2 − 2vi · cj, i ∈ [1, n], j ∈ [1,N ]. In

this formulation, the performance bottleneck is 𝑣𝑖 · 𝑐 𝑗 , which could be implemented as a matrix

product operation, while in GPUs, matrix product is much more efficient than pairwise difference.

5 ADAPTIVE SCHEDULER
Next, we present the adaptive scheduler of RITA which addresses the challenges of determining an

appropriate number of groups 𝑁 and accordingly the batch size 𝐵, as described in Introduction.

Using a dynamic scheduling method we propose, the scheduler automatically determines and

adjusts 𝑁 and 𝐵 based on the distributional properties of the feature embeddings produced over

the iterative training process, while guaranteed to produce high quality attention approximation

that meets the requirement of users.

In Sec. 5.1 we show how RITA automatically determines 𝑁 . Then we introduce in Sec. 5.2 the

learning-based method which given an 𝑁 , immediately predicts a good batch size.

5.1 Dynamically Determining the Number of Groups N
Without loss of generality, we use one group attention module as an example to show how RITA

automatically gets an appropriate 𝑁 . RITA starts with a large 𝑁 and decreases it dynamically. This

is because in the training process of RITA, the feature embeddings produced epoch by epoch tend

to get stabler and stabler and gradually converge [30], thus typically no need to increase 𝑁 .

RITA reduces the number of groups by merging similar groups. Intuitively, given two groups,

we could measure their similarity based on the distance of their centers. If the distance between

their centers is smaller than a distance threshold, then the two groups could be merged. However,

setting an appropriate distance threshold seems hard – as difficult as setting an appropriate 𝑁 .

To solve this problem, RITA leverages the error bound of group attention introduced in Sec. 4.3.

It only requires users to set an error bound 𝜖 , and then uses Lemma 4 to translate 𝜖 to a distance

threshold 𝑑 . We believe this error bound is the most natural knob for users to specify based

on the need of the domain. Compared to setting a distance threshold to indirectly influence the

approximation error, this is more intuitive and accessible. As confirmed in our experiments (Table. 4,

Sec. 7.5.1), RITA works well in a large range of error bound factors. Hence it is not a parameter

that needs careful tuning.

RITA then uses Lemma 5 to determine if merging some given clusters still meets the error bound

threshold 𝜖 .

Lemma 5. Denote 𝑐𝑘 to be the cluster center of 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘 . Assume the existing grouping satisfies
∀k, max

x∈clusterk
|ck − x | ≤ d , thus satisfying an error bound 𝜖 by Lemma 4. If there exist𝑚 clusters, namely,

𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘1 , 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘2 , ..., 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘𝑚 , satisfying that:

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘𝑖

|𝑐𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘 𝑗 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑘𝑖 | ≤ 𝑑, 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ [1,𝑚] (12)

merging them into one cluster still meets the error bound 𝜖 .

Proof. Denote the cluster size of 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘 to be 𝑛𝑘 . After mergeing, the new center will be:

𝑐′ =
∑𝑚

𝑖=1 𝑛𝑘𝑖 𝑐𝑘𝑖∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑛𝑘𝑖

.
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For ∀𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚],∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑘𝑖 , it holds that:

|𝑥 − 𝑐′ | ≤ |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑘𝑖 | + |𝑐𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐
′ | (𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦)

= |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑘𝑖 | + |
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗

𝑐𝑘𝑖 −
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗 𝑐𝑘 𝑗∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗

|

= |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑘𝑖 | + |
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗 (𝑐𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘 𝑗 )∑𝑚

𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗
|

=

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗 ( |𝑐𝑘𝑖 − 𝑐𝑘 𝑗 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑘𝑖 |)∑𝑚

𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗
≤

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗𝑑∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑛𝑘 𝑗

= 𝑑

(13)

Finding the Mergable Clusters.We formulate the problem of finding mergeable clusters using

graph theory:

(1) each cluster is a node in the graph;

(2) if 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 and 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗 satisfy:

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖

|𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖 | ≤ 𝑑 , and 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗

|𝑐 𝑗 − 𝑐𝑖 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗 | ≤ 𝑑

then there is an undirected edge between 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑖 and 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑗 ;

In this scenario, finding the maximal number of mergeable clusters is equivalent to finding the

minimal clique cover in the corresponding graph, which is an NP-hard problem [28]. Such heavy

computation overhead is not acceptable for RITA. We thus offer a simplified solution:

(1) Halve the clusters into two sets 𝑆1, 𝑆2;

(2) If 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑆1 and 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗 ∈ 𝑆2 satisfy:

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖

|𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖 | ≤ 𝑑, 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗

|𝑐 𝑗 − 𝑐𝑖 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗 | ≤
𝑑

2

(14)

𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗 is marked.

(3) Decrease the number of clusters by counting the masks in 𝑆2.

The Correctness Proof. In this solution, clusters in 𝑆1 can be regarded as transfer nodes. If (14)

holds for (𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑆1, 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗1 ∈ 𝑆2) and (𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 ∈ 𝑆1, 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗2 ∈ 𝑆2), respectively, we have,
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗
1

|𝑐 𝑗1 − 𝑐 𝑗2 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗1 |

≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗

1

|𝑐 𝑗1 − 𝑐𝑖 | + |𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗2 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗1 |

≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑥∈𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑗

1

|𝑐 𝑗1 − 𝑐𝑖 | + |𝑐𝑖 − 𝑐 𝑗2 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗1 | + |𝑥 − 𝑐 𝑗2 | ≤ 𝑑

(15)

Thus (12) holds when merging several clusters in 𝑆2 with one cluster in 𝑆1. As a result, we can

greedily merge clusters in 𝑆2, as illustrated in step(3).

Assume the number of clusters decreases by 𝐷 after merging, we apply a momentum update [49]

on the number of clusters 𝑁 , as is commonly used in machine learning to smooth the changing

of 𝑁 and avoid sample selection bias. To be specific: 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝛼 (𝑁 − 𝐷) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑁 , where 𝛼 is a

hyper-parameter for momentum.

5.2 Dynamically Determining the Batch Size
When the model architecture and hardware are fixed, the batch size depends on the length of the

timeseries 𝐿 and the average group number 𝑁 among all attention modules. Intuitively, given a

batch size 𝐵 and the number of groups 𝑁 , if we could precisely calculate its GPU memory usage, it

would be straightforward to determine the appropriate batch size based on the GPU memory size

and 𝐿. However, this is infeasible due to the following: (1) RITA’s dynamic grouping leading to
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varying deep learning computational graphs [1], and (2) the utilization of memory management

techniques by the deep learning infrastructure [3].

Therefore, we propose a learning-based method to predict the batch size. It models the correlation

between the length of the timeseries 𝐿, the number of groups 𝑁 , and the batch size 𝐵 based on the

actual GPU memory consumed by some sampled batches, which we efficiently measure during the

training process.

RITA samples several (𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁 𝑖 ) pairs and estimate a proper batch size for each pair. Treating these

pairs as ground truth labels, we use function fitting [22] to learn the batch size predicting function

B = f (L,N ), where B is a function of two variables 𝐿 and 𝑁 .

More specifically, given a user-defined timeseries maximal length 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 , we randomly sample

integral points (𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 ) from plane {1 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 1 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 𝐿}. Then we use a binary search based

algorithm to find the maximal batch size 𝐵𝑖 that consumes less than 90% available GPU memory,

aiming to avoid wasting GPU memory and the risks of out of memory (OOM).

Next, we discuss how to learn the prediction function using these sampled (𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 ).
Learning the Prediction Function. We apply curve fit from SciPy [60] as the function fitting

tool to fit the two-variable function 𝐵𝑖 = 𝑓 (𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 ) on plane {1 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 1 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 𝐿}.
We observe that applying one function to the whole plane incurs a huge estimation error. So

we develop a dynamic-programming (DP) method to divide the plane into several sub-planes and

apply a distinct function to each sub-plane respectively, i.e., Alg. 2. It is optimal in minimizing the

total estimation error on all sub-planes.

With the learned prediction function 𝑓 , we can estimate a proper batch size for any (𝐿, 𝑁 ) during
training, even if it is not seen in the sampled (𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 ) pairs.

Algorithm 2 Dynamic Programming for Plane Division

Require: 𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 , 𝐵𝑖 , 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥

Ensure: 1 ≤ 𝐿𝑖 ≤ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 1 ≤ 𝑁𝑖 ≤ 𝐿𝑖
1: function cost(S)

2: if |𝑆 | < 𝑀 then return +∞
3: 𝐿, 𝑁 , 𝐵 ← 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑆

4: 𝑓 ← 𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 (𝐵 |𝐿, 𝑁 )
return 𝐸 (𝐵, 𝐿, 𝑁 | 𝑓 )

5: function dynamic_programming(𝐿𝑖 , 𝑁𝑖 , 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

6: for 𝑙1 = 1→ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
7: for 𝑙2 = 1→ 𝑙1 do
8: for 𝑛 = 1→ 𝑙1 do
9: 𝑆 ← 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛 {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑁 ≤ 𝑛}
10: 𝑔 (𝑛) ← 𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝑆 )
11: for 𝑖 = 1→ 𝑛 do
12: 𝑆 ← 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛 {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 𝑛}
13: 𝑔 (𝑛) ←𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑔 (𝑛), 𝑔 (𝑖 ) +𝐶𝑂𝑆𝑇 (𝑆 ) )
14: 𝑓𝑙2,𝑙1 ← 𝑔 (𝑙1 )
15:

16: for 𝑙 = 1→ 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 do
17: 𝑑𝑝 (𝑙 ) ← 𝑓 (1, 𝑙 )
18: for 𝑖 = 1→ 𝑙 do
19: 𝑑𝑝 (𝑙 ) ←𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑑𝑝 (𝑙 ), 𝑑𝑝 (𝑖 ) + 𝑓 (𝑖, 𝑙 ) )

return 𝑑𝑝 (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 )

TheOptimality Proof of the PlaneDivisionAlgorithm .Wedescribe Alg. 2 and intuitively show

its optimality. We assume that Scipy [60] learns an optimal function in Line 4 so that function COST

gives the optimal estimation error when fitting the points in set 𝑆 . When fitting very few points,
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we assign an infinite cost to prevent a biased fitting function (Line 2). 𝑔(𝑛) denotes the minimal

estimation error for points in sub-plane {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑁 ≤ 𝑛}. In Lines 11-13, we enumerate all

possible ways of cutting {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑁 ≤ 𝑛} horizontally into two sub-plane {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑁 ≤ 𝑖}
and {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 ≤ 𝑛} by iterating 𝑖 from 1 to n. Choosing the cutting strategy that minimizes

estimation error gets us a 𝑔(𝑙1) with minimal estimation error for sub-plane {𝑙2 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙1, 𝑁 ≤ 𝑙1},
which is recorded as 𝑓𝑙1,𝑙2 in Line 14. 𝑑𝑝 (𝑙) denotes the minimal estimation error for sub-plane

{𝐿 ≤ 𝑙}. We enumerate all the possible ways of cutting {𝐿 ≤ 𝑙} vertically into two sub-plane {𝐿 ≤ 𝑖}
and {𝑖 ≤ 𝐿 ≤ 𝑙} by iterating 𝑖 from 1 to 𝑙 (Line 17-19). Finally, we have the minimal estimation

error for the whole plane as 𝑑𝑝 (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 ). Based on the above discussion, this algorithm guarantees to

not miss any better solution, hence optimal.

6 SUPPORTING DOWNSTREAM TASKS
RITA supports a variety of downstream tasks. In this section, we show that with minimal modifica-

tion RITA can effectively support classification, imputation and forecasting tasks. Other unsuper-

vised tasks such as similarity search or clustering are naturally supported by extracting feature

embeddings from RITA.

6.1 Classification
To classify timeseries, we input timeseries to the model as described in Sec. 3 and attach a special to-

ken [CLS] as the first input embedding. [CLS]’s embedding acts as the embedding for the entire time-

series, and the output representation of [CLS] is fed into a classifier: y = Softmax (WclsZ[CLS] + Bcls),
where 𝑍 [𝐶𝐿𝑆 ] ∈ R𝑑 is the output representation of [CLS], C is the number of classes, and

Wcls ∈ RC×d, Bcls ∈ RC are learnable parameters for classification task. The result vector 𝑦 ∈ R𝐶
represents the possibility that the input timeseries belongs to each class. We apply Cross Entropy

as the loss function for the classification task [16].

6.2 Imputation
Timeseries are mainly generated by sensors, a common problem of which is missing values. This

becomes a challenge when many downstream analytics require the missing values to be recovered.

The recovering task is imputation, a data cleaning task.

Denote the real timeseries as𝑇𝑟 ∈ R𝑡×𝑚 , the observed timeseries withmissing values as𝑇𝑜 ∈ R𝑡×𝑚 ,
and the set of missing values’ positions as𝑀 . We scale the values of all timeseries to non-negative

and use a special value (-1) to indicate missing values:

𝑇𝑜 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
{
−1 (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝑀
𝑇𝑟 (𝑖, 𝑗) (𝑖, 𝑗) ∉ 𝑀

(16)

𝑇𝑜 is fed into the RITA as input, and the output representations are concatenated and fed

into a Transpose Convolution layer which decodes the output embedding vectors from hidden

space to timeseries values, corresponding to the convolution operation in the input stage, i.e.,

Y = TransposeCNN (Z1 ⊕ Z2 ⊕ ... ⊕ Zn), where 𝑌 ∈ R𝑡×𝑚 is the recovered timeseries, and 𝑍𝑖 ∈ R𝑑
is the output of each position. Here Mean Square Error is chosen as the loss function [58]: 𝐿 =
1

|𝑀 |
∑
(𝑖, 𝑗 ) ∈𝑀 (𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑗) −𝑇𝑟 (𝑖, 𝑗))2.

6.3 Forecasting
Forecasting can be regarded as a special case of imputation, in which all missing values are at the

end of timeseries. Similarly to the imputation task, we scale the timeseries to non-negative and use
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a special value (-1) to indicate the values to be predicted:

𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 (𝑖, 𝑗) =
{
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑖 ≤ 𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
−1 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(17)

Where 𝑡𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 is the observed timestamp. Then the output representations are fed into a Transpose

Convolution layer using Mean Squared Error as loss function, as described above.

6.4 Other Unsupervised Tasks
RITA naturally supports other unsupervised tasks, such as similarity search and clustering [29,

36, 37], by producing the embedding of one timeseries (output representation of the special token

[CLS]). Clustering can be performed on the embeddings with flexible choice of distance metrics.

Similarly, a high dimensional similarity search system [26, 27, 44] can be built on the embeddings,

i.e., the time series query system we show in Fig. 1 and evaluate in Sec. 7.6.

7 EVALUATION
Our experimental study focuses on the following questions:

1. Effectiveness and efficiency: How does RITA compare with other Transformer-based

methods and traditional timeseries representation learning methods in accuracy and efficiency?

2. Similarity Search: How well does RITA in supporting time series similarity search?

3. Ablation Study: How do the key techniques of RITA work?

7.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. We evaluate RITA on classification, imputation, and similarity search tasks using 6

multi-variate and 3 uni-variate timeseries datasets.

• WISDM [63] is a popular multivariate timeseries dataset generated from the accelerometer in

the mobile phone. The subjects performed 18 daily activities (e.g. walking, jogging). The dataset

was collected from 51 subjects and the sampling rate is 20 Hz.

• HHAR dataset [53] contains sensing data of accelerometer collected from 9 users performing 5

activities with 12 different smartphones (varying in sampling rate). This increases the complexity

of the task and thus can test the model’s robustness.

• RWHAR RealWorld HAR dataset [55] covers 15 subjects performing 8 locomotion-style activities.

Each subject wears the sensors for approximately ten minutes. The sampling rate is 50 Hz.

• ETT [71] dataset comprises 2 years of 2 electrical transformers’ data collected from 2 stations,

including the oil temperature and six features of the power load. We use ETTm1 where each

timeseries lasts 15 minutes. We pre-process and split the data as in prior work [46].

• ECG dataset [39] consists of 10,000 EEG recordings for arrhythmia classification. Each recording

has an uncertain length ranging from 6 to 60 seconds sampled at 500 Hz. The ECG recordings corre-

spond to 9 types of heart problems such as atrial fibrillation (AF) and premature atrial contraction

(PAC), etc.

• MGH [7] is an EEG dataset collected by Mass. General Hospital. Each timeseries corresponds

to the EEG data observed from one patient during their stay in ICU for a couple of days. The EEG

monitoring produced data with 20 channels. The sampling rate is 200 Hz, so it produces very long

timeseries.

• WISDM*/HHAR*/RWHAR* are three univariate datasets derived by selecting one channel

fromWISDM/HHAR/RWHAR.
Training/Validation Data Generation. We apply a sliding window on the raw timeseries to get

training/validation samples. The size of the sliding window is set to 200 on small datasets (WISDM,
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HHAR, RWHAR, ETT), 2000 on medium size dataset (ECG), and 10,000 on the large dataset (MGH).

Table 1 shows the statics of the generated datasets. They are randomly split into training/validation

set in a proportion of 0.9/0.1. In “pretraining + few-label finetuning” scenario, we use 100 labeled

data per class for finetuning. We guarantee training set does not overlap with the validation set.

Dataset Train. Size Valid. Size Length Channel Classes

WISDM 28,280 3,112 200 3 18

HHAR 20,484 2,296 200 3 5

RWHAR 27,253 3,059 200 3 8

ETT 34,265 11,425 200 7 N/A

ECG 31,091 3,551 2000 12 9

MGH 8,550 950 10000 21 N/A

Table 1. The statistics of the datasets

Alternative Methods. We compare RITA against the SOTA deep learning-based representa-

tion learning methods, including the Transformer based TST [70] and the non-Transformer

method TS2VEC [68]. To evaluate our group attention (referred to as Group Attn.), we de-

velop three baselines by replacing the group attention component in RITA with the classic vanilla

Self-Attention [59](referred to as Vanilla) and two SOTA methods that reduce the complexity of

self-attention by approximation in NLP, namely, Performer [11] (referred to as Performer) and
Linformer [62] (referred to as Linformer). Similar to our proposed Group Attn., Vanilla, Performer,

Linformer all use RITA’s time-aware convolution operation (Sec. 3) to turn timeseries segments

into input feature vectors. Finally, we compare against the SOTA Transformer-based methods for

timeseries forecasting, Triformer [12] and PatchTST [46], wherein their decoders are substituted

with output networks for the downstream tasks.

We also compare Group Attn. against GRAIL [47], which is the SOTA of the non-deep learning

methods for timeseries representation learning. GRAIL supports classification tasks by feeding the

learned representations into a Support-Vector Machine [15] or K-Nearest Neighbor [20] classifier.

Note GRAIL only targets uni-variate timeseries and cannot support imputation tasks.

Experiment Methodology. We focus on three downstream tasks:

(1) Classification. First, we train Group Attn. and the baselines with full labels from scratch to

test the effectiveness of RITA framework and the approximation quality of our group attention.

Second, to measure the effectiveness of self-supervised pretraining, we evaluate the accuracy of

training on a few labeled timeseries with/without pretraining on large scales of unlabeled timeseries.

We train the model on the cloze pretraining task with a mask rate 𝑝 = 0.2. Then we train two

classification models using the finetuning set, either based on the pretrained version or from scratch.

(2) Imputation. We run the imputation task on the datasets used in classification as well as the

large unlabeled MGH dataset. We measure the mean square error and absolute imputation error.

To get timeseries with missing values, we randomly mask the values with an expected mask rate of

𝑝 = 0.2. The masked values are replaced with a special value.

(3) Similarity Search. We run similarity search (𝑘NN) task on the ECG dataset, which is the

longest labeled dataset. We evaluate both query execution time and precision. The query execution

time measures the inference cost of each feature embedding method. The query precision measures

the percentage of the nearest neighbors that belong to the same class with the querying object,

representing the quality of the produced embeddings.

To evaluate the efficiency of Group Attn., the total time of forward computation, backward

propagation, and grouping are measured for all methods in all the experiments.

We first compare against the Transformer-based methods and TS2VEC on multi-variate datasets

(sec. 7.2, 7.3), then compare against the non-deep learning method GRAIL on uni-variate datasets
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Fig. 4. Full-label classification results (multi-variate data).

Dataset WISDM HHAR RWHAR ECG

Pretrain Size 62,231 68,294 63,599 561,358

Method Scratch Pre. Scratch Pre. Scratch Pre. Scratch Pre.

TST [70] 49.13% 50.03% 72.56% 75.30% 69.46% 80.41% 20.98% 27.99%

TS2VEC [68] 54.30% 62.01% 69.03% 82.54% 79.41% 85.01% 39.38% 39.94%

Triformer [12] 34.28% 40.61% 71.51% 72.21% 76.23% 82.73% 22.74% 29.53%

PatchTST [46] 44.63% 50.51% 71.47% 73.12% 60.73% 60.83% 29.82% 32.61%

Vanilla 66.16% 75.89% 75.60% 81.35% 85.68% 91.14% 42.05% 46.16%

Performer 66.09% 73.97% 76.52% 80.70% 87.54% 91.33% 43.34% 45.58%

Linformer 50.12% 67.44% 65.94% 76.52% 81.03% 86.33% 27.19% 31.34%

Group Attn. 62.56% 75.06% 76.17% 82.62% 86.13% 89.63% 42.58% 46.39%

Table 2. Pretrain + few-label finetuning results. Metrics: Accuracy. The best results are marked with bold.

(sec. 7.4). Note that TS2VEC[68] doesn’t support imputation tasks. It is thus not reported in this set

of experiments.

We report the median result among 5 random seeds and data splits as here we observe a low

standard error.

Configuration. All models were trained on an NVIDIA Tesla V100 16GB GPU. All methods are

optimized with AdamW [42], with the starting learning rate and weight decay parameter set to

1𝑒−4. In full-label training scenario, we train the models for 100 epochs. In “pretraining + few-label

finetuning scenario”, as the pretrained models require fewer epochs to converge [70], we train the

model for 50 epochs. The baselines use a maximal batch size within GPU’s capacity during training:

per [21], a larger batch size can expedite training without compromising accuracy. Therefore, with

this setting, the baselines are shown with their best possible results.

As for model hyper-parameter setting, RITA and the baselines use a Transformer structure

balancing Vanilla ’s accuracy and efficiency: 8-layer stack of 2-head attention with hidden vectors

in dimension of 64. Convolution kernel size is set to 5 by default. We set the error bound threshold

(𝜖 , Sec. 5.1) of Group Attention to 2, as it balances the accuracy and the efficiency in general on all

datasets based on our ablation study (Table 4). Because Linformer requires the users to set the sizes

of projection matrix, in different settings we choose an accuracy-efficiency balancing one among

{64,128,256,512}. For Triformer, we enumerate the settings given by the authors [12] and choose the

setting that balances accuracy and efficiency. For PatchTST, similarly, we choose an appropriate

patch size among {16,64,256}, per the suggestion of the authors.

7.2 Classification
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of RITA on classification tasks. We first

compare RITA and the baselines by training them with full labels from scratch. We then show how

pretraining RITA increases the accuracy on the downstream tasks.
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Dataset WISDM HHAR RWHAR ETT ECG MGH

Length 200 200 200 200 2,000 10,000

Method MSE Time/s MSE Time/s MSE Time/s MSE Time/s MSE Time/s MSE Time/s

TST [70] 13.30 150.3 1.085 78.2 0.0882 83.9 0.1661 181.8 0.0905 696.3 N/A N/A

Triformer [12] 11.20 163.2 2.468 87.9 0.4580 97.5 0.0777 197.2 0.0905 977.9 0.00079 2936

PatchTST [46] 5.568 132.7 0.7337 69.6 0.1330 78.0 0.0552 160.5 0.0101 235.8 N/A N/A

Vanilla 3.240 178.1 0.2968 97.4 0.0478 108.1 0.0530 215.5 0.0037 857.9 N/A N/A

Performer 3.449 162.6 0.2980 82.6 0.0489 89.1 0.0532 196.7 0.0033 270.2 0.00014 356.2

Linformer 3.852 141.9 0.3198 81.1 0.0572 98.4 0.0601 171.6 0.0035 291.38 0.00088 404.9

Group Attn. 3.277 136.7 0.2974 73.3 0.0478 81.3 0.0535 165.4 0.0038 164.36 0.00042 54.4

Table 3. Imputation results (multi-variate data). Metrics: MSE. The best results are marked with bold.

7.2.1 full-label training (Multi-variate classification)
Results shown in Figure 4 get us the following observations:

(1) Group Attn.’s advantage over TST. On all four datasets, Group Attn. outperforms TST

in both accuracy and training time. In particular, Group Attn. outperforms TST by 49 percentage

points (88.48% vs 39.93%) and is 3 times faster in training time per epoch (236.8s vs 731.0s) on the

ECG dataset.

Three deficiencies may cause TST’s poor performance on the long timeseries. Firstly, TST

concatenates the output embedding vector of each time stamp, then uses a linear classifier to do

classification on the concatenated vector. When the timeseries is long, the linear classifier has so

many parameters that it tends to overfit easily. Secondly, TST replaces Layer Normalization in vanilla

Transformer with Batch Normalization. When the timeseries is long, it can only accommodate a

small number of timeseries in each batch, leading to bias in Batch Normalization. Thirdly, TST uses

vanilla self-attention, which causes quadratic complexity.

(2) Group Attn.’s advantage over TS2VEC. Group Attn. is consistently more accurate than

TS2VEC across the four datasets. In particular, on the ECG dataset which contains long timeseries –

the scenario we focus on, Group Attn. outperforms it in accuracy by 28% (88.48% vs 59.17%), while

using less training time per epoch. This can be attributed to our backbone model (Transformer)

which effectively captures long-range correlations.

(3) Group Attn.’s advantage over Vanilla. Vanilla computes the attention scores precisely.

Thus it is expected to work well. However, Group Attn. outperforms Vanilla on WISDM (87.50% vs

86.95%) and is very close to it on other 3 datasets. This suggests that group attention’s approximation

quality is good.

Group Attn. is more scalable than Vanilla Self-Attention. When the series length is 200 (WISDM,

HHAR, RWHAR), Group Attn. requires 25% less training time on average.When the length increases

to 2,000 (ECG), Vanilla takes over 15 minutes per epoch, about 4 times slower than Group Attn..

Vanilla fails on the long MGH data when the length reaches 10,000 due to out of GPU memory.

(4) Group Attn.’s advantage over other efficient attention mechanisms. Group Attn. is

more accurate than Performer and Linformer on 3 out of 4 datasets. Although Linformer works

slightly better than Group Attn. on the ECG dataset (90.37% vs 88.84%), it is the worst in all other

cases compared to any other RITA-based methods. In the meantime, Group Attn. is always faster

than Performer and Linformer on all 6 multi-variate datasets, thus a win-win.
Group Attn. significantly outperforms PatchTST and Triformer in classification accuracy. This

is because these two methods are tailored for timeseries forecasting, and the feature embeddings

produced by their specialized designs may have adverse effects on other timeseries analytical

tasks, as discussed in related work section. Moreover, Group Attn. is 1.3/4.4 times faster than

PatchTST/Triformer on long timeseries, e.g., on the ECG dataset, because Group Attn. has more

sharing opportunities when processing long timeseries.

7.2.2 Pretraining + few label finetune (multi-variate classification)
The results shown in Table 2 get us the following observation:
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(1) Pretraining is effective. Pretraining always leads to better accuracy than training with a

few labels from scratch. In particular, on WISDM data all the methods using RITA architecture

increase the accuracy by at least 10%. This is impressive considering we do not have a very large

unlabeled pre-training set to use.

(2) Group Attn.’s advantage over TST and TS2VEC. On the four classification datasets, our

Group Attn. significantly outperforms TST by 15 percentage points on average, and outperforms

TS2VEC by 6 percentage points.

(3) Group Attention’s advantage over other attention mechanisms. Group Attn. is better

than Performer and Linformer on 3 out of 4 datasets. When compared to Vanilla, Group Attn. is

better on HHAR and ECG, and comparable on the other two, further confirming its high quality on

approximation. Further, we notice that Linformer struggles in this setting: in average its accuracy is

worse than Vanilla by 8.22% and Group Attn. by 8.01%. This is because the low-rank projection op-

eration introduces extra model parameters, making Linformer more easily overfit, while overfitting

is especially harmful when there are only a few labeled training samples.

Triformer and PatchTST, the two timeseries forecasting methods have an accuracy much (34%)

lower than Group Attn., for a similar reason to what we have discussed in Sec. 7.2.1.

7.3 Imputation
In this section, we compare our group attention and the baselines on imputation tasks, a typical

data cleaning task in data management. We first show the results on all the 6 datasets in Sec. 7.3.1.

We then vary the length of the timeseries on the MGH dataset to show group attention’s scalability

on long timeseries in Sec. 7.3.2.

7.3.1 Full-dataset training (Multi-variate imputation)

Similar to classification tasks, the results of imputation tasks (Table 3) show that Group Attn.

consistently outperforms the baselines in training time while achieving comparable/better Mean

Square Error (MSE). On the large dataset MGH (length = 10,000), TST, Vanilla and PatchTST fail

due to out of memory (OOM) errors. Methods using RITA framework (Group Attn., Performer,

Linformer) all achieve very low MSE and thus are highly accurate. Among them Linformer is the

worst. The accuracy of Triformer and PatchTST in general is much lower, because they target

forecasting task rather than generating high quality feature embeddings to support various tasks.

Here we observe that the longer the timeseries, the larger the speedup is. On the medium

sized ECG dataset with a length of 2,000, Group Attn. has a speedup of 5.23/1.65/1.77/5.96/1.43 com-

pared to Vanilla/Performer/Linformer/Triformer/PatchTST. When the length increases to 10,000,

the speedup on the MGH dataset increases to 6.59/7.48/54.37 compared to Performer/Linformer/Tri-

former (Vanilla,TST and PatchTST failed due to out of memory) on imputation task (Table. 3). This

is because when the length of the timeseries gets longer, Group Attn. gets more opportunities to

find windows with similar properties. Note Triformer is very slow on long series (length = 10,000),

because it involves a lot of sequential computation and thus cannot benefit from GPUs.

Even on the short WISDM, HHAR, RWHAR, and ETT datasets, Group Attn. still consistently

outperforms all other methods except PatchTST. This confirms that it fully leverages the similarity

among the timeseries windows, while not introducing much overhead. Although PatchTST has

comparable speed with Group Attn. on short series, it is much slower on the longer ECG dataset

(length = 2000) and fails on the very long EEG data (length = 10,000). This is because it concatenates

many embeddings to form a very long embedding before making prediction, thus consuming much

more GPU memory. This shows PatchTST does not scale to long series.
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Fig. 5. Varying the lengths of timeseries.

7.3.2 Training time: Varying the Length
In this experiment, we truncate the original MGH timseries into sequences with the lengths at

2000/4000/6000/8000/10000, and compare Group Attn. against Vanilla and other attention mecha-

nisms. Vanilla cannot handle sequences longer than 8000.

The results in Fig. 5 again show that the longer the timeseries, the larger the speed up. With compara-

ble or better MSE, Group Attn. outperforms Vanilla/TST/PatchTST/Triformer/Performer/Linformer

by 63/49/45.9/54.3/6.5/7.4x. Although PatchTST is fast on short series (length = 200), its training

time increases very fast as the length increases and fails eventually when reaching 10,000. Moreover,

as the length increases from 2000 to 10000, the training time of Group Attn. only increases from

31.2 seconds to 54.4 seconds per epoch. The reason is that as the timeseires becomes longer, there

are more grouping opportunities because of the similarity of the timeseries segments.

7.4 Comparison to Non-deep Learning Methods
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Fig. 6. Comparison to non-deep learning method (uni-variate data).

We compare against GRAIL, the SOTA of non-deep learning timeseries representation learning.

We use the three uni-variate datasets, because GRAIL only targets uni-variate timeseries. Fig. 6

demonstrates that on all 3 datasets RITA significantly outperforms GRAIL in accuracy by 45, 16, and

21 percentage points because of the expressive power of Transformer. Moreover, the GPU-friendly

design of RITA makes it at least 2× faster than GRAIL in training time.

7.5 Ablation Study
7.5.1 Adaptive Scheduler
To evaluate the effectiveness of RITA’s adaptive scheduler (denoted as Dynamic) (Sec. 5), we
compare it against (1) baseline Fixed: a fixed group number 𝑁 ; (2) baseline Heuristic: if the
validation loss gets lower than ever after the current epoch, we consider that the current 𝑁 is

sufficiently large for the current training stage, and set 𝑁𝑛𝑒𝑤 to 𝑁 ∗𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 for the next epoch.
Note 𝑁 ∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 is smaller than 𝑁 , because we observe that the number of groups typically
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should decrease gradually. We vary 𝑁 for Fixed, 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 for Heuristic, and the error bound

threshold 𝜖 used by RITA.

From the results in Table 4 we get the following observations:

(1) Adaptive Scheduler is better than the baselines. Training with Adaptive Scheduler

achieves better or comparable performance compared to the best performing 𝑁 or 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 .

For 𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 , on the MGH dataset, dynamic scheduler always achieves better accuracy and is much

faster compared to fixed 𝑁 . On the ECG dataset, although fixed 𝑁 is slightly better than adaptive

scheduler in accuracy when setting the 𝑁 as 512, it runs much slower than adaptive scheduler. For

𝐻𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 , we have similar observations: on ECG dataset, dynamic scheduler consistently achieves

better accuracy than 𝐻𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 . On MGH dataset, dynamic scheduler achieves comparable MSE

with less training time. Note that manually finding the best 𝑁 or 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 that balances the

accuracy and running time requires careful tuning, while our adaptive scheduler does not need any

tuning.

(2) Adaptive Scheduler is tuning free. It is robust on both accuracy and running time when

𝜖 varies, while the results of fixed 𝑁 vary significantly when the value of 𝑁 changes. Therefore,

Adaptive Scheduler frees the users from tuning the 𝜖 threshold, while it is hard to manually find an

appropriate 𝑁 or 𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 for a given dataset.

Dataset Task Scheduler Parameter Metric Time

ECG Class.

Dynamic

1.5 88.34% 292.5

2 88.48% 236.8

3 87.83% 216.8

Fixed

64 87.50% 255.2

128 88.96% 297.2

256 88.82% 414.1

512 90.03% 662.6

1024 88.65% 873.7

Heuristic

0.8 85.41% 240.36

0.9 86.28% 253.57

MGH Imput.

Dynamic

1.5 0.00041 60.7

2 0.00040 57.9

3 0.00042 54.4

Fixed

128 0.00054 128.6

256 0.00053 190.2

512 0.00049 240.8

1024 0.00046 323.3

Heuristic

0.8 0.00041 102.0

0.9 0.00040 104.0

Table 4. Adaptive Scheduling vs Baseline (Fixed N/Heuristics)

Pretrain Data size Few-label Accuracy

N/A 62.56%

12,446 72.94%

24,892 72.78%

37,338 74.10%

49,784 74.22%

62,231 75.06%

Table 5. RITA Pretraining: increasing sizes of pretrain set.

7.5.2 The Sizes of the Pretraining Data
Next, we evaluate how the number of unlabeled data influences the effectiveness of pretraining. To

get empirical results, we pretrain RITA onWISDM dataset with 20%/40%/60%/80% of the pretraining
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Fig. 7. Query Execution time for 10,000 10-NN queries. Precision: Vanilla (88.34%), Group Attn.(88.29%),
Linformer(88.07%), Performer(88.23%/), Triformer(42.45%), PatchTST(80.84%), TST(40.72%).
data and finetune each pretrained model with 100 labels per class. The results in Table 5 show that:

(1) The more pretraining data, the larger the improvement. The accuracy increases with the

sizes of the pretraining data; (2) Marginal utility diminishing. The first 20% pretraining data

gives a 10.38% improvement in accuracy (72.94% vs 62.56%), while the remaining 80% pretraining

data only gives an additional improvement of 2.12% (75.06% vs 72.94%).

7.6 Similarity Search
We develop a time-series query system to conduct this similarity search experiment. We first use

RITA to extract feature embeddings from the training set of the ECG dataset and store them in a

vector DB. We then use the timeseries in validation set as queries to find their 𝑘NN from the vector

DB. Given a query, we use RITA to extract its feature embedding at online query time.

In our experiment, we use Postgres [13] as the vector DB, as it features the HNSW index to

speed up the high dimensional similarity search. We set the 𝑘 as 10 in 𝑘NN search and run 10,000

queries. The results, as depicted in Figure 7, show that RITA is faster than all baselines by 60%,

indicating that RITA outperforms the baselines on inference time as well. The precision of RITA is

on par to that of Vanilla Transformer. Note the precision of Vanillar Transform is considered to be

the upper bound of the precision of all Transformer-based methods, because it uses the original

expensive attention mechanism without any approximation. RITA outperforms all other baselines

in precision, while faster than them.

8 RELATEDWORK

Method TST Vanilla Triformer PatchTST Performer Linformer Group Attn.

Time Complexity 𝑂 (𝑛2𝑑 ) 𝑂 (𝑛2𝑑 ) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑2𝑚
𝑇
) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑2𝑚

𝑆
) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑 (𝑑 + 𝑃 ) ) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑 (𝑑 + 𝐿) ) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑 (𝑑 + 𝑁 ) )

Space Complexity 𝑂 (𝑛2 ) 𝑂 (𝑛2 ) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑𝑚
𝑇
) 𝑂 (𝑛𝑑𝑚

𝑆
) 𝑂 (𝑛 (𝑑 + 𝑃 ) ) 𝑂 (𝑛 (𝑑 + 𝐿) ) 𝑂 (𝑛 (𝑑 + 𝑁 ) )

Table 6. The time/space complexity of Transformer-based methods. 𝑛: timeseries length; 𝑑 : embedding
dimension;𝑚: number of channels; P,L,N,S,T: method-specific parameters

8.1 Timeseries Analytics
There is a great deal of prior work on timeseries analytics methods. This work can be divided into

three categories: (1) non-deep learning methods; (2) CNN/RNN-based deep learning methods; and

(3) Transformer-based deep learning methods.

Traditional Methods. These methods, such as TS-CHIEF [52], HIVE-COTE [38], ROCKET [18]

have achieved notable performance on public datasets. Despite that, traditional methods suffer
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from one or more issues: they (1) rely on expert knowledge for feature extraction; (2) incur heavy

computation cost and are inappropriate for GPU devices; (3) support only uni-variate timeseries;

(4) perform classification solely.

In particular, as the SOTA of timeseries representation learning, GRAIL [47] extracts landmarks

from data and computes the representations with the combination of the landmarks. However,

GRAIL only supports uni-variate timeseries. Our experiments (Sec. 7.4) show that RITA outperforms

GRAIL in both effectiveness and efficiency on uni-variate timeseries.

CNN/RNN-based Deep Learning Methods. CNN-based methods, such as InceptionTime [25]

and Resnet [23], are good at classification tasks, but can not handle generative tasks such as

forecasting because of the inductive bias of convolution networks. TS2VEC [68] is the SOTA

non-Transformer representation learning method which uses CNN architecture. As confirmed in

experiments, RITA consistently outperform it. RNN-basedmethods, such as Brit [8] and deepAR [51],

support classification, regression and generation. However, the recurrent structure brings a lot

of problems: (1) limiting the model’s ability in capturing long-range correlation; (2) notoriously

difficult to train [48] because of gradient vanishing and exploding problem. As a result, such

methods can hardly scale to very long timeseries.

Transformer-based Deep Learning Methods. Given that Transformer is the best choice for

backbone in almost all sequence modeling tasks, some effort has been made to apply Transformer

to timeseries analytics.

In timeseries forecasting, LogTrans [35] introduced a log sparsity assumption to attention

computation. Informer [71] pushes LogTrans a step further and scales forecasting to multi-variate

timeseries. Autoformer [65] performs forecasting by decomposing timeseries into the trend part

and the seasonal part. FEDformer [72] proposed a Frequency Enhanced Attention with Fourier

Transform. Pyraformer [40] and Triformer [12] used hierarchical attention structures. PatchTST [46]

introduced a patching pattern in attention. In our experiments, among this big family, we choose

Triformer and PatchTST as our baselines, because they experimentally outperform the others and

are considered as SOTA in this field.

Because these methods are tailored for timeseries forecasting, the feature embeddings produced

by their specialized designs may have adverse effects on other timeseries analytical tasks. For

instance, Triformer incorporates sequence compression operations, which can be detrimental

for imputation due to the potential loss of vital information on the entire timeseries. Moreover,

Triformer employs variable-specific modeling, computing embeddings for each input channel

separately. While this approach may be beneficial for forecasting tasks, it may not be suitable

for classification, as the latter necessitates the consideration of information from all channels

simultaneously.

For imputation tasks, CDSA [43] outperforms statistical methods and the SOTA RNN-based

method Brit [8]. For timeseries classification, AutoTransformer [50] performs architecture search to

adapt to tasks in different domains. For timeseries anomaly detection, Anomaly Transformer [66]

outperforms many widely used methods such as OmniAnomaly [54], assuming the attention score

maps show Gaussian distribution.

All of these works are designed for specific tasks, rather than a representation learning
framework to serve different downstream tasks. To fill this gap, some researchers proposed a

Transformer-based architecture, called TST [70]. Like RITA, TST supports regression, classification,

and unsupervised learning through the “cloze test” pretraining task on timeseries. However, TST

directly uses the classical Vanilla self-attention, thus not scalable to long timeseries as shown in

our experiments (Sec. 7).
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8.2 Efficient Transformers
The need to improve the scalability of Transformers has led to more efficient variations, especially

for accommodating long text data in NLP [56]. A first step was to introduce fixed/random patterns to

the self-attention mechanism. Sparse Transformer [10] and Longformer [4] only compute attention

at fixed intervals. ETC [2] and BigBird [69] use global-local attention: the computation is limited

within a fixed radius, while some auxiliary tokens are added to attend/get attended globally.

However, fixed attention patterns heavily depends on users to give an optimal setting.

Reformer [31] proposed only computing the dominant attention terms based on their observation

of sparsity in attention matrix from language/image data. Such sparsity is intuitive in language

data, in which a word’s attention mainly focuses on the nearby sentences. However, attention in

timeseries data shows strong seasonal patterns rather than sparse patterns, mainly as result of the

periodicity of timeseries data. Therefore, such works do not work well for timeseries.

Apart from introducing attention patterns, some works seek to solve this problem with applied

mathematics techniques. Linformer [62] performs a projection to decrease the size of query, key and

value matrices before attention computation, because the attention matrix tends to be low-ranked.

Performer [11] uses linear functions to approximate the kernel function softmax, making attention

computation commutative. Linformer and Performer do not depend on the unique properties of

language data, thus potentially fitting timeseries better than other techniques, which is why we

compared against them in our experiments. However as shown in Sec. 7, our group attention

significantly outperforms them in both accuracy and efficiency (training time), because group

attention fully leverages the periodicity of timeseries.

In Table 6, we summarize the time/space complexity of the works that target scale Transformers to

long sequence. Note although several methods claim linear time/space complexity, their complexities

all involve a method-specific constant, similar to the number of groups 𝑁 in our group attention.

In the long time series scenarios, when 𝑑 ∈ [64, 128, 256] and 𝑛 ≫ 𝑑 ≈ (common settings) where

𝑑 denotes the dimension of feature embeddings and 𝑛 represents the length of the timeseries,

the theoretical complexities of PatchTST, Triformer, Linformer, and Performer are at the same

magnitude to group attention.

However, our empirical experiments show that Group Attention consistently and significantly

outperforms these methods in terms of efficiency, as shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Table 3. This is because

our group attention is well-suited to long time series. The longer the timeseries is, the more

opportunity group attention has to find the similar segments and group them together. This leads

to a slower growth rate in the number of groups ‘N’ – the constant in the time/space complexities

of group attention.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented RITA, an automatic, self-supervised, and scalable timeseries embedding

tool. RITA effectively adapts Transformer, popular in NLP, to embed timeseries segments into feature

vectors. As the key component of RITA, group attention eliminates the performance bottleneck of

the classical self-attention mechanisms, thus successfully scaling RITA to highly complex, long

timeseries data. Our experiments confirm that RITA significantly speeds up existing attention

mechanisms by 63X with a better accuracy.
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